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Semiclassical estimation of Franck–Condon factors and transition rates
for vertical and nonvertical transitions

A. V. Sergeev and Bilha Segev
Department of Chemistry, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, POB 653, Beer-Sheva, 84105 Israel

~Received 13 November 2002; accepted 10 January 2003!

We develop a systematic way for estimating multidimensional Franck–Condon factors and
transition rates for vertical and nonvertical transitions. By analyzing the phase-space overlap
integral, we find the most probable positions and momenta of the nuclei immediately after the
electronic transition. We find the transition rate by treating the dominant region in phase space as a
funnel for the transition and by calculating the flow of probability through this funnel. We use the
Wigner representation and its semiclassical limit and find that the transition occurs through a
point~s! on the final surface of constant energy where the initial Wigner function is maximal. This
dominant contribution is estimated analytically. Results are illustrated for Harmonic, Morse and
Poeschl–Teller oscillators. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1556614#
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I. INTRODUCTION: FRANCK–CONDON FACTORS
AND TRANSITION RATES

Description of many processes in molecules within
adiabatic~Born–Oppenheimer! framework often involves a
Franck–Condon factor, which is defined as a square of
overlap integral between vibrational wave functions belo
ing to initial and final Born–Oppenheimer surfaces.1–20

Franck21 discovered that the lines in the absorption sp
trum of a molecule are the most intense where a class
turning point in the excited state is close to the ground-s
equilibrium geometry. Later, Condon generalized Franc
ideas22 and explained why this was so, using quantu
mechanics.23 The purpose of this study is to develop a ne
systematic way for estimating the Franck–Condon fact
which enter matrix elements that couple different electro
states. We focus here on processes like a radiationless d
in a polyatomic molecule2,3,6–8,20when an electronically ex
cited state, usually with a low vibrational energy conte
decays into a possibly very large set of almost isoenerg
states, belonging to an underlying electronic term, with
higher degree of vibrational excitation.

There are several methods for calculating Franc
Condon factors; for an overview see Refs. 12, 24–26
references therein. The straightforward approach of calcu
ing the wave functions and their overlap numerically wor
well for diatomics yet becomes computationally very d
manding for large polyatomic molecules. Different tec
niques were developed to overcome this difficulty. Amo
them are methods based on using generating func
expansions,26,27 methods based on sampling the vibration
modes and averaging over typical subgroups of vibratio28

and semiempirical approaches.16 Other methods include
variational approach,29 analytical solutions,30 algebraic
approach,25,31 recursive algorithm,26 self-consistent field and
adiabatic approximations,32 and perturbation expansion o
the potential around the equilibrium.33 In most of these meth
ods one calculates both the Franck–Condon overlap integ
and the density of final states. The transition rate is th
proportional to the absolute value square of an aver
5850021-9606/2003/118(13)/5852/10/$20.00
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Franck–Condon integral for different states with the sa
energy times the density of states at that energy. Our
proach differs from these methods in its logic. We first re
ognize the dominant accepting modes, or more accurately
dominant accepting region in phase space: the most prob
positions and momenta of the nuclei immediately after
electronic transition. In particular, we are able to find the
positions and momenta in nonvertical as well as vertical tr
sitions. After recognizing the nuclear transition position
phase space we calculate the transition rate by treating
region in phase space found in the first step as a funnel
the transition. We calculate the flow of probability throug
this funnel. Unlike other methods we do not separate
calculation of Franck–Condon factors from the calculati
of the density of final states. Both are calculated together.
note that we do not calculate the strength of the electro
coupling. For complete results for the transition rates th
should be estimated through quantum chemistry calculatio
In this we do not differ from other methods.

Our approach to Franck–Condon factors is based o
semiclassical approximation in phase space.34–37 We write
the overlap integrals in the Wigner representation38 and ap-
ply an expansion in powers of\2 to the final density
matrix.39–41The phase-space overlap integral reduces in
way to an integral over the initial Wigner function where th
integration is restricted to the final energy surface~leading
order! or its close vicinity~next to leading order!. In many
cases a certain region in phase space dominates. In prev
publications35–37we developed methods for finding these r
gions, obtaining in this way propensity rules for ener
transfer processes between Born–Oppenheimer surface
mechanistic picture of the transition emerges which we c
surface jumping: While in vertical electronic transitions th
nuclei do not change their positions and momenta, in n
vertical transitions the nucleijump, i.e., change their posi
tions ~and! or momenta on the time scale of the electron
transition. One way to think of this mechanism is as an
tension and generalization of the well known Tully–Prest
surface hopping mechanism.42 ~On surface hopping, see, fo
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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example, Refs. 43–48!. While these previous studies demo
strated the concept and provided with some thumb rules
propensities they did not give a systematic way for estim
ing the value of the Franck–Condon integrals. We do so
this paper and compare the results with exact quantum
culations for several different model systems. Below we
timate the value of the integral in terms of the coordina
and momenta at the jumping point, gradients and Hessian
the initial Wigner function and of the final Hamiltonian a
this point. The paper is organized in the following way: Aft
reviewing the phase-space approach to Franck–Condon
tors in Sec. II we derive the main result of this paper, E
~41! for the transition rate, in Sec. III and apply it in Sec. I
to several model examples. These include one-dimensi
and two-dimensional anharmonic oscillators and multi
mensional harmonic oscillators.

II. FRANCK–CONDON FACTORS AND TRANSITION
RATES IN THE WIGNER REPRESENTATION

We would like to find the probability of transition from
the initial state of a donor Born–Oppenheimer surface
scribed by the wave functionc (I )(q) to some state of an
acceptor Born–Oppenheimer surface of the energyEn de-
scribed by the wave functioncn

(F)(q) where n is a set of
quantum numbers of the final state, andq is a vector ofN
components (q1 ,q2 ,...,qN). This probability is expressed
through the overlap integral between the two wave functio

f n5E dqc~ I !~q!cn
~F !~q!. ~1!

We are finding the square of this integral averaged over
energies,

I ~E!5
1

2D (
E2D<En<E1D

f n
2, ~2!

where the interval of the averaging (E2D,E1D) is suffi-
ciently narrow in comparison touEu, but sufficiently wide to
include many levels of the acceptor. In symbolical opera
form, Eq. ~2! is rewritten as

I ~E!5tr P̂~ I !P̂E
~F ! , ~3!

P̂~ I ![uc~ I !&^c~ I !u, ~4!

P̂E
~F ![

1

2D (
E2D<En<E1D

ucn
~F !&^cn

~F !u. ~5!

Taking the Wigner transform of Eq.~3!, we obtain

I ~E!5~p\!NE dq dp@P̂~ I !#W~q,p!@P̂E
~F !#W~q,p!, ~6!

where the Wigner transform of an operatorÂ is given by38

@Â#W~q,p!5~p\!2NE dq8^q1q8uÂuq2q8&

3exp~22iq8p/\!. ~7!

The Wigner function of the donor is defined as
or
t-

l-
-
s
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r~ I !~q,p!5@P̂~ I !#W~q,p!

5~p\!2NE dq8c~ I !* ~q1q8!

3c~ I !~q2q8!exp~22ipq8/\!. ~8!

Typically, we considerc (I ) as the ground-state wave functio
of a harmonic oscillator,

c~ I !~q!5~p\!2N/4S )
i 51

N

mi
1/2v i D 1/4

3expS 2
1

2\ (
i 51

N

mi
1/2v iqi

2D , ~9!

in which case

r~ I !~q,p!5~p\!2N expS 2
2

\
W~q,p! D , ~10!

where

W~q,p!5
1

2 (
i 51

N

~mi
21/2v i

21pi
21mi

1/2v iqi
2!. ~11!

Generalization to nonharmonic initial states, excited h
monic initial states, or the promoting modes for intern
conversion37 are straightforward. For example, thenth ex-
cited state of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is
actly given by

rn
~ I !~q,p!5~21!nLnS 2mvq2

\
1

2p2

\mv D
3expS 2

2

\
W~q,p! D , ~12!

whereW(q,p) is given by Eq.~11! with N51 andLn is the
Laguerre polynomial of ordern.49 For a promoting modeqp

we have found in Ref. 37,

rpromoting
~ I ! ~q,p!5

mv

\ S mvq2

\
1

p2

\mv D
3expS 2

2

\
W~q,p! D ~13!

again, with the sameW(q,p). The Wigner function of a
Morse oscillator is a combination of the modified spheric
Bessel function of the third kind~MacDonald function!.49,50

The Wigner function of the ground vibrational state r
sembles a slightly deformed Gaussian where the close
proach side of the function decays more rapidly with an
crease of the anharmonicity.37 Another example is an
anharmonic potential with cubic anharmonicities who
ground-state Wigner function was found in Ref. 36. In t
following we apply a semiclassical approximation which r
quires thatr (I )(q,p) is written in the following form:

r~ I !~q,p!5~p\!2Nf 0~q,p!expS 2
2

\
W~q,p! D . ~14!

The Wigner function of the acceptor is defined as

rE
~F !~q,p!5~p\!N@P̂E

~F !#W~q,p!. ~15!
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The function ~15! which is commonly denoted as@d(E
2Ĥ (F))#W(q,p) is approximated in the semiclassical lim
as39–41

rE
~F !~q,p!5d~E2H ~F !~q,p!!1\2@2 f 2d9~E2H ~F !~q,p!!

1 f 3d-~E2H ~F !~q,p!!#, ~16!

where in the case where the Hamiltonian of the acceptor
the form

H ~F !~q,p!5
1

2 (
i 51

N pi
2

mi
1V~F !~q!, ~17!

we have

f 25
1

8 (
i 51

N
1

mi
Vii

~F !9,

~18!

f35
1

24(
i 51

N
1

mi
~Vi

~F !8!21
1

24 (
i ,k51

N
1

mimk
Vik

~F !9pipk.

In Eq. ~18!, primes denote derivatives with respect toq.
In terms of Wigner functions, Eq.~6! reads

I ~E!5E dq dpr~ I !~q,p!rE
~F !~q,p!. ~19!

Using approximations~14! and ~16! we finally obtain

I ~E!5I f 0
~E!1\2@2I f 0f 2

9 ~E!1I f 0f 3
- ~E!#, ~20!

where for any functionf (q,p)

I f~E![~p\!2NE dq dpf ~q,p!expS 2
2

\
W~q,p! D

3d~E2H ~F !~q,p!!, ~21!

and here primes denote derivatives with respect toE.

III. SEMICLASSICAL ESTIMATION OF THE RATE

A. Estimation of I f

The integrand in Eq.~21! varies several times in magn
tude when the functionW(q,p) changes by\. We suppose
that \ is small. Then only a vicinity of one point wher
W(q,p) is minimal under the constraintH (F)(q,p)5E ~and
where the integrand is almost maximal! contributes to the
integral ~21!. At this point, that we denote by (q!,p!),

¹W~q!,p!!5l¹H ~F !~q!,p!!, ~22!

where l is an undetermined Lagrange multiplier. Metho
for finding the point (q!,p!) analytically for harmonic as
well as for some anharmonic potentials and numerically
general potentials are discussed in Refs. 36 and 37.

We use a coordinate system in phase space$xi% with the
origin at the point (q!,p!), with the first axis parallel to
¹H (F), and the 2nd,3rd,...,2Nth axes perpendicular to
¹H (F). In practice, we find this coordinate system by Gram
Schmidt orthogonalization of the original basis set of 2N
unitary vectors parallel to axesqi andpi ( i 51,2,...,N) with
one of the vectors in which direction the functionH (F) is the
steepest replaced by the vectorn15¹H (F)/u¹H (F)u.
as

r

We expandW andH (F) in Taylor series around (q!,p!)
in this basis set,

W5W!1W1x11
1

2 (
i , j 51

2N

Wi j xixj

1cubic and higher order terms, ~23!

H ~F !5H!1H1x11
1

2 (
i , j 51

2N

Hi j xixj

1cubic and higher order terms, ~24!

where W!5W(q!,p!), H!5H (F)(q!,p!)5E, H15]H (F)/
]x15u¹H (F)u, W15]W/]x15lH1 , Hi j 5]2H (F)/]xi ]xj ,
Wi j 5]2W/]xi ]xj , and all derivatives are estimated at th
point (q!,p!). After substitution of Eqs.~23! and ~24! into
Eq. ~21! and changing variables of integration fromxi to j i

wherexi5\1/2j i we obtain the semiclassical limit ofI f(E):

I f~E!'p2Nf ! expS 2
2

\
W!D J~E!, ~25!

where f !5 f (q!,p!),

J~E!5E dj exp~U~j!!d~g~j!!, ~26!

and the functionsU(j) andg(j) in Eq. ~26! are

U~j![2
2

\
~W2W!!

522\21/2W1j12 (
i , j 51

2N

Wi j j ij j1O~\1/2!, ~27!

g~j![H ~F !2E5\1/2H1j11
\

2 (
i , j 51

2N

Hi j j ij j1O~\3/2!.

~28!

We perform first the integration overj1 in Eq. ~26!,

J1~E,j2 ,j3 ,...,j2N![E dj1 exp~U~j!!d~g~j!!

5ug18~j1
~0! ,j2 ,j3 ,...,j2N!u21

3exp~U~j1
~0! ,j2 ,j3 ,...,j2N!!, ~29!

wherej1
(0) is determined from the equation

g~j1
~0! ,j2 ,j3 ,...,j2N!50. ~30!

Explicitly,

j1
~0!52

\1/2

2H1
(

i , j 52

2N

Hi j j ij j1O~\!, ~31!

and the functions used in Eq.~29! are

g18~j1
~0! ,j2 ,j3 ,...,j2N!5\1/2H11\(

i 52

2N

H1ij i1O~\3/2!,

~32!

U~j1
~0! ,j2 ,j3 ,...,j2N!52 (

i , j 52

2N

Fi j j ij j1O~\1/2!, ~33!
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where

Fi j ~q,p!5Wi j ~q,p!2lHi j ~q,p! ~34!

for i, j 52,3,...,2N.
By substitution of Eqs.~32! and ~33! into Eq. ~29! we

find in the leading order in\

J1~E,j2 ,j3 ,...,j2N!5\21/2
1

H1
expS 2 (

i , j 52

2N

Fi j j ij j D .

~35!

Integrating this Gaussian function over the rest of theN
21 variables in Eq.~26! we find

J~E!5
\21/2

H1
S p2N21

DetF D 1/2

. ~36!

Finally, substituting Eq.~36! into Eq. ~25! we find

I f~E!5
f !

H1
~p\ DetF!21/2expS 2

2

\
W!D . ~37!

Notice that in the leading order in\

dn

dEn I f~E!5S 2

\

dW!

dE D n

I f~E!5S 2l

\ D n

I f~E!, ~38!

where we use the fact thatdW!/dE5l.36

B. Estimation of the rate I„E…

Since the rate in the tunnelling regime could change
many orders of magnitude, we shall focus here on the lo
rithm of the rate, namely the quantity of

w~E!52
\

2
ln I ~E!, ~39!

where the factor~2\/2! is chosen to makew(E)'W! in the
classical limit; see Eq.~40! below.

In the classical limit for the acceptor Wigner functio
~15! when it is approximated byd(E2H (F)(q,p)) @see Eq.
~16!# we haveI (E)5I f 0

(E) @see Eq.~20!#. Hence,

w~E!52
\

2
ln I f 0

~E!

'W!2
\

2
ln@~p\H1

2 DetF!21/2f 0
!#, ~40!

where W! is the minimum of the functionW(q,p) on
the surface of constant energyH (F)(q,p)5E, H1

2

5(¹H (F)(q!,p!))2, and F is (2N21)3(2N21) matrix
of second derivatives of the functionW2lH at the
point (q!,p!) in directions orthogonal to the gradien
¹H (F)(q!,p!), see Sec. III. Taking the classical limit\→0
for the donor Wigner function in Eq.~40!, we have simply
w(E)5W!. The second term in Eq.~40! takes into accoun
quasiclassical behavior of the donor Wigner function.

Taking the logarithm of the asymptotic expansion~20!
we obtain

w~E!5w0~E!1\2w1~E!, ~41!

wherew0(E) corresponds to the classical limit of the acce
tor Wigner function given by Eq.~40!, and
y
a-

-

w1~E!5
\

2
@2I f 0f 2

9 ~E!1I f 0f 3
- ~E!#/I f 0

~E!'4\22l3f 3
!, ~42!

where we have used Eqs.~37! and ~38! and disregarded the
term I f 0f 2

9 (E) because it is much smaller thanI f 0f 3
- (E) in the

limit of \→0.
The expansion~41! is valid ~i.e., its second term is much

smaller than its leading term, the third term is smaller th
the second term, etc.! in the small\ limit of the acceptor
Wigner functiononly. It is evident from Eqs.~40! and ~42!
that in the small\ limit of the acceptor and donor Wigne
functionssimultaneouslythe first and the second terms in E
~41! have the same order of magnitude with respect to\,

w0~E!;W!, \2w1~E!;4l3f 3
!. ~43!

Thus, in order to have a valid expansion~41!, the acceptor
Wigner function should behave in some sense more cla
cally than the donor Wigner function, namely the functio
W andV(F) should satisfy

4ul3f 3
!u!W!, ~44!

where the functionW is given by Eq.~11!, f 3 is expressed
through the potentialV(F) according to Eq.~18!, and l
5u¹Wu/u¹H (F)u at the point (q!,p!). The most important in
this criteria is the value ofl which is raised in cube. When
the gradient¹H (F)(q!,p!) is large, than the criteria~44! is
satisfied, and the phase space method is accurate.

Notice thatW(q,0) is the same as the classical actio
s~q! satisfying Hamilton–Jacobi equationu¹s(q)u2

52(V(I )(q)2Vmin
(I) ).42 Taking into account thatW(q,0) has

zero gradient in direction of momentum,42 u¹W(q,0)u
5@2(V(I )(q)2Vmin

(I) )#1/2. It means that if the function
V(I )(q) is ‘‘shallow’’ and if there is no momentum jump
then ulu is small, and the phase space method is accurat

If the jumping point (q!,p!) is close to the minimum of
the HamiltonianH (F)(q,p), thenu¹H (F)u is small,l is large,
and the phase space method diverges.

Finally we note that in the case of several minima of t
functionW(q,p) on the surfaceH (F)(q,p)5E with equal or
almost the sameW!, all contributions from these point
should be summed in order to reproduce the rateI (E).
Each of these contributions is given by the formu
exp(2(2/\)w(E)) with w(E) approximated by Eq.~41!.

In Sec. IV below, we check the inequality~44! and apply
the formula for the rate~41! to several model potentials.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXACT QUANTUM
CALCULATIONS

We would like to compare the predictions of the sem
classical method of Eq.~41! with exact quantum calculation
of Eq. ~2! for some model systems. Before presenting
models and the results, we would like to comment on
subtle point with regard to such a comparison.

As part of the derivation of Eq.~41! we have used Eq
~16! for approximating the acceptor Wigner function by
sum of ad-function and its derivatives. Rigorously, the e
pansion in Eq.~16! is valid only in the limit ofD→0, where
D is the energy interval in the definition ofP̂E

(F) by Eq.~5! as
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the projector into the subspace of states with energy betw
E2D and E1D. In the limit of D→0 however, both the
acceptor Wigner function, Eq.~15!, and the rate, Eq.~19!, as
functions of the energyE are some linear combinations o
d-functions of the formd(E2En) where$En% is the discrete
spectrum of the acceptor. There seems to be an inconsist
in approximatingI (E) which is strictly speaking a sum o
d-functions by Eq.~20! which sums over smooth analyti
functions ofE. To understand this apparent inconsistency,
us review the derivation of the expansion of Eq.~16! as it
was done in Ref. 40. First it was proven that

@e2 iĤ ~F !t#W~q,p!5\2Ne2 iH ~F !~q,p!t@11\2~ f 2~q,p!t2

2 i f 3~q,p!t3!1 •••#. ~45!

Notice that at this step both sides of Eq.~45! are smooth
analytic functions of the parametert. To derive the expan-
sion over\2 for the function@d(E2Ĥ (F))#W(q,p), Eq. ~45!
is considered as a Fourier-component of this function, so
~16! is derived by applying the inverse Fourier transform
Eq. ~45! with respect to the parametert. During this deriva-
tion it is implicitly assumed that the expansion~45! is valid
uniformly with respect tot. We can see, however, from Eq
~45! that the first correction grows witht, so at least higher
Fourier components of Eq.~16! could not be expanded in
power series in\2. As a result, Eq.~16! has sense for a
discrete spectrum only if we shield these higher Fourier co
ponents, applying some method of smoothing or averagin
the exact discrete formula for the rate. Several options
such smoothing are suggested in the Appendix.

Below we consider one-dimensional examples where
donor potential is a harmonic oscillator, and the accep
potential is Morse or Poeschl–Teller oscillators, tw
dimensional examples with a combination of Morse and h
monic oscillators which involve a Duchinsky rotation, an
multidimensional harmonic oscillators.

A. First model: Transitions from a harmonic oscillator
into a Morse oscillator in one dimension

Suppose that the initial and final Hamiltonians are giv
respectively, by:

H ~ I !~q,p!5 1
2p

21 1
2v

2q2, ~46!

H ~F !~q,p!5 1
2p

21 1
2~J1 1

2!~12e2bq!2, ~47!

wherev is the frequency of the harmonic oscillator,m51,
b5(J1 1

2)
21/2, and in the numerical example belowJ

5300 is the number of bound states in the Morse poten
The ground-state wave function of the harmonic osci

tor is

c~ I !~q!5~v/p!1/4exp~2 1
2 vq2!. ~48!

Eigenfunctions of the Schro¨dinger equation for the Morse
oscillator are expressed in terms of the associated Lagu
polynomials51

cn
~F !~q!5Cn

21/2exp~2 1
2j!jJ2nLn

2~ j 2n!~j !, ~49!

En5n1 1
22~2J11!21~n1 1

2!
2, ~50!
en

cy

t

q.

-
to
r

e
r

-
r-

,

l.
-

rre

where Cn5@2b(J2n)n! #21(2J2n)! and j5(2J
11)e2bq. We use here atomic units with\51. Performing
numerical integration in Eq.~1! and using Eqs.~2! and~39!,
we determine the functionw(E), which is defined as the
logarithm of the transition rate obtained from the exact qu
tum calculations. We usedD5 1

2dEn /dn, in which case the
sum in Eq.~2! has one term, and

w~En!52 1
2 ln@~dEn /dn!21f n

2#. ~51!

Results are shown in Fig. 1 by dots, corresponding ton
50,1,...,J21. Results of averaging over the discrete rate
described in the Appendix are shown by solid lines that u
ally overlap with the discrete points ofw(En).

Our analysis of the phase space integral starts from fi
ing all stationary points of the functionW(q,p)5 1

2(p2/v
1vq2) subject to the constraintH (F)(q,p)5E. Generally
there are six stationary points,

~qL,0!,~qR,0!, ~0,pE!,~0,2pE!, ~ q̄,p̄E!,~ q̄,2 p̄E!,
~52!

where the turning pointsqL andqR are negative and positive
roots of the equationV(F)(q)5E, pE5(2E)1/2, q̄ is a root of
the equationV8(F)(q)/q5v2, and p̄E5@2(E2Ē)#1/2 with
Ē5V(F)(q̄). The last two stationary points exist only ifE

FIG. 1. The functionw(E) found by numerical integration over the exa
wave functions at points of the discrete spectrum,E5En , n50,1,...,J21
~dots! and results of the estimation of the phase-space integral~dashed and
dotted lines! for one-dimensional Hamiltonians. The donor Hamiltonian is
harmonic oscillator given by Eq.~46! and the acceptor Hamiltonian is
Morse oscillator given by Eq.~47!. The dashed line represents the leadi
order approximation, and the dotted line includes next to leading order
rections. Forv50.5 andv52.0 the dotted line is practically indistinguish
able from the exact results for most of the energies.
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.Ē. For each stationary point we calculated the second
rivative in phase space of the Hamiltonian in a directi
orthogonal to its gradient and multiplied it by the square
the gradient, and obtained

G5~Hq
~F !!2Fpp1~Hp

~F !!2Fqq22Hq
~F !Hp

~F !Fqp , ~53!

where F(q,p)5W(q,p)2lH (F)(q,p), Hq5]H/]q, Hp

5]H/]p, Fpp5]2F/]p ]p, Fqq5]2F/]q ]q, Fqp

5]2F/]q ]p, and all derivatives are estimated at the po
(q!,p!). Each point with a positiveG is a local minimum
and thus contributes to the integralI 1(E) a term of the form

~pG!21/2exp~22W~q,p!! ~54!

and a similar term to the quasiclassical correction calcula
using Eq.~42!. In fact, only one stationary point or a sym
metric pair give the dominant contribution. Results f
w0(E) and w0(E)1w1(E) are shown in Fig. 1 by dashe
and dotted lines, respectively.

We found that the correction to the integralI 1(E) is
small and our estimations are accurate if the two potenti
the donor and acceptor, considerably differ. In this model
have scaled the potentialV(F) so that the frequency of sma
vibrations is one, and varied the frequencyv of the potential
V(I ). Thus, the results are accurate ifv is small or large. We
have found that ifv<0.5 orv>2 our results including the
first correction~dotted lines! are practically indistinguishable
from the exact quantum calculations.

Finally we notice that ifv51 then Eq.~37! is not ap-
plicable because surfaces of equalH (F) and equalW have
equal second derivatives and DetF50. In this case the inte
grals could be found in principle by direct numerical integ
tion of Eq. ~21!. This apply as well to the example of th
next model.

B. Second model: Transitions from a harmonic
oscillator into a Poeschl–Teller oscillator
in one dimension

For the second example, the initial Hamiltonia
H (I )(q,p) is given by Eq.~46! and the final Hamiltonian is

H ~F !~q,p!5 1
2p

22 1
2a

22~cosh22 aq21!, ~55!

wherea5@J(J11)#21/4 and in the numerical example be
low J5400 is the number of bound states in the Poesc
Teller potential. Here we are interested only in even pa
states with nonzero overlap integral.

The eigenfunctions of the Schro¨dinger equation for the
Poeschl–Teller oscillator are expressed in terms of the
pergeometric functions52

cn
~F !~q!5Cn

21/2xn~q!, ~56!

xn~q!5~11j!~J11!/2
2F1~ 1

2~n11!,

1
2~2J2n11!; 1

2;2j!, ~57!

En52 1
2a

2~J2n!21 1
2a

22, ~58!

whereCn5*2`
` xn

2(q)dq andj5sinh2 aq.
Figure 2 shows the results of the exact quantum m

chanical numerical integration calculated and depicted in
e-

f

t

d

s,
e

-

–
y

y-

-
e

same way as in the previous subsection. The analysis of
phase-space integral is also done in a similar way to
previous subsection. Here, the last pair of stationary point
Eq. ~52! does not exist forv.1, and is replaced by a quarte
of points (6q̄,6 p̄E) if v,1. The results displayed in Fig.
show that the correction to the integralI 1(E) is small, and
our estimations are accurate ifv is small or large. The first
correctionw1(E) sometimes exhibit a discontinuous deriv
tive ~spike! because of a competition between different loc
minima. Around these spikes the approximation is usua
less accurate, and sometimes completely inadequate.@In the
worst case forv50.2 andE5184 there is an error of'30 in
w corresponding to an error by a factor of;1030 times in
I (E).]

C. Third model: Transitions from a harmonic
oscillator into a combination of a Morse oscillator
and a harmonic oscillator in two dimensions

Here we consider an example in two dimension
(q1 ,q2), where the initial and final potentials, respective
are,

V~ I !~q!5 1
2v18

2~cosfq11sinfq2!2

1 1
2v28

2~2sinfq11cosfq2!2, ~59!

V~F !~q!5 1
2~J1 1

2!@12exp~2~J1 1
2!

21/2q1!#21 1
2v2

2q2
2. ~60!

The initial Hamiltonian, H (I )(q,p)5 1
2p

21V(I )(q), is a
Hamiltonian of a separable anisotropic harmonic oscilla
with well known eigenfunctions. The final Hamiltonian

FIG. 2. The same as for Fig. 1 but for the acceptor Hamiltonian of Poesc
Teller oscillator given by Eq.~55!.
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TABLE I. Comparison of exact quantum calculation of the ratew(E) with the semiclassical approximation of Eqs.~40! and ~41! for the two-dimensional
model potentials given by Eqs.~59! and ~60!. w0(E) is the leading-order phase-space approximation whilew01w1 includes the next to leading orde
correction. For these examples, we choseJ5300 andE5100. v18 , v28 , f, andv2 are parameters of the model. In particularf is the Duchinsky rotation
angle. (q1

!,q2
!,p1

!,p2
!) andW! are the coordinates, momenta, and logarithm of the initial Wigner function at the jumping point.

No. v18 v28 f v2 q1
! q2

! p1
! p2

! W! l w0(E) w01w1 w(E)

1 0.2 1 p/3 1 27.44 210.66 0 0 17.40 0.158 19.344 19.553 19.572
2 0.2 1 p/6 1 29.86 24.86 0 0 12.29 0.096 14.486 14.572 14.578
3 1 2 p/4 2 23.17 26.85 0 0 31.90 0.317 33.21 37.37 38.64
4 3 7 p/4 1 0 0 10.00 210.00 14.29 0.143 15.879 15.976 15.979
5 3 7 p/4 5 0 0 10.00 210.00 14.29 0.143 15.40 16.67 16.84
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H (F)(q,p)5 1
2p

21V(F)(q), is also separable. Its eigenstat
are products of Morse oscillator eigenfunctions of the va
ableq1 numbered by the quantum numbern1 and harmonic
oscillator eigenfunctions of the variableq2 numbered by the
quantum numbern2 with the energy eigenvaluesEn1 ,n2

5n11 1
22(2J11)21(n11 1

2)
21v2(n21 1

2). We have found
the exact quantum mechanical overlap integrals numeric
for different quantum numbers, and the rateI (E) by averag-
ing over the squares of these overlap integrals by the me
of Eq. ~A6! as described below in the Appendix.

We have applied the phase-space method to this m
in the following way. To find the stationary points of th
function W(q,p) under the constraintH (F)(q,p)5E, we
have used the fact that for largeJ the final potential is almos
harmonic,V(F)(q)' 1

2q1
21 1

2v2
2q2

2. In this limit all the station-
ary points are determined by the method described in R
36. Then, by decrementingJ and continuously tracing al
stationary points, we determine them for finiteJ. Functions
w0(E) and w1(E) are finally found as described above
Sec. III B. Results for several parameters of the potential
Eqs.~59! and~60! are shown in Table I. Examples 1, 2, an
4 have smallw1 and demonstrate excellent convergence
the expansion of Eq.~41!, examples 3 and 5 show slowe
convergence. Examples 1, 2, and 3 have the dominant p
(q!,p!) in phase space withq!Þ0 andp!50 ~exhibiting a
coordinate jump!, and examples 4 and 5 haveq!50 and
p!Þ0 ~exhibiting a momentum jump!. For more details of
the location of the jumping point (q!,p!), see Fig. 3.

D. Fourth model: Transitions between
multidimensional harmonic oscillators

The previous examples have demonstrated that
method works well for anharmonic potentials, and for ca
with considerable Duchinsky rotation. Our purpose here is
demonstrate that it can be applied as well to large polyato
molecules. We therefore choose a ten-dimensional oscilla
For simplicity, we consider the multidimensional harmon
oscillator model:

H ~ I !~q,p!5
1

2 (
k51

N

@pk
21vk

2~qk2ak!
2#,

H ~F !~q,p!5
1

2 (
k51

N

~pk
21qk

2!. ~61!

Here, the initial Hamiltonian is an anisotropic oscillator wi
a shifted minimum, and the final Hamiltonian is an isotrop
-

ly

od

el

f.

of

f

int

e
s
o
ic
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oscillator with frequency equal to one. The final energy
En5n1N/2 where n5n11n21...1nN is a sum of the
quantum numbers of the individual one-dimensional osci
tors. A two-dimensional version of this model was studied
Ref. 35 and in Ref. 36 where we considered, respectiv
propensities for different excitations and relation to classi
trajectories. We did not calculate transition rates. We do
here for the multidimensional case.

Since the spacing of the final energy spectrum is one,
rate averaged over the energy is a sum of rates of trans
to individual states comprising a manifold of degener
states with the quantum numbern,

I ~N!~En!5 (
n11n21...1nN5n

f n1

~1!2
f n2

~2!2
...f nN

~N!2
, ~62!

wheref nk

(k) are one-dimensional overlap integrals between

ground-state wave function of the harmonic oscillator1
2@pk

2

1vk
2(qk2ak)

2# and the excited state wave function with th
quantum numbernk of the Hamiltonian1

2(pk
21qk

2).

FIG. 3. The figure displays coordinate-space or momentum-space
through the surface defined byH (F)(q,p)5E ~solid line! and the tangent
surface of constantW(q,p) ~dotted line! for the two dimensional model of
Sec. IV C. The potentials are given by Eqs.~59! and ~60! each time with
different parameters as in the examples 1–5 from Table I, starting from
left, and ending at the bottom right.~The last figure fits both examples 4 an
5.! The point of contact between the surface defined byH (F)(q,p)5E and
the tangent surface of constantW(q,p) is the jumping point (q!,p!)
marked by a circle. The overlap integral is estimated by the flow of pr
ability through this point with very good agreement with the exact numer
results.
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Exact quantum calculations were made with frequenc
vk5vmaxak and displacementsak5amaxbk , whereak and
bk are numbers randomly distributed in the interval@21,1#.
The results are shown in Fig. 4 for the randomly chos
parameters listed in Table II. The minimum of the curv
wmin'0 corresponds to an allowed or vertical transiti
whereV(F)(a)5En which occurs at

n5nmin5~ uau22N!/2. ~63!

We want to compare the exact quantum results to res
obtained within the semiclassical phase-space approx
tion. To do so we first find the point (q!,p!) using the

FIG. 4. The logarithm of the transition ratew(En)52
1
2 ln I(En) as a func-

tion of the quantum numbern for the N-dimensional model of harmonic
oscillators described by Eq.~61!. All the parameters of the examples~a!, ~b!,
and~c! are listed in Table II. Dots~often overlapping! are the results of exac
quantum calculations, the dashed and dotted lines are the results of es
tion of the phase space integral using Eq.~40! and the more accurate Eq
~42!, respectively.
s

n
s

lts
a-

method36 for a general system of harmonic oscillator
Namely, we findl as the smallest root of the equation

1

2 (
i 51

2N S l i

l i2l D 2

Xi
25E, ~64!

whereln5vn , lN1n51/vn , Xn5an , and XN1n50 for i
51,2,...,N. Here we suppose for simplicity that there is on
one ‘‘preferable direction of jump,’’ or among the numbe
$l1 ,l2 ,...,l2N% there is one smallest numberl i 0

, and Xi 0
Þ0 ~the general case is considered in Ref. 36!. For this case,
as was proven in Ref. 36 the components of the vectorx!

5(q!,p!) are given by

xi
!5

l i

l i2l
Xi . ~65!

Then, the approximationw0(E) and the correction\2w1(E),
Eqs.~40! and~42!, are easily expressed throughl andxi

! as

w0~E!5
1

2 (
i 51

2N

l i~xi
!2Xi !

2

1
\

4
lnS p\)

i 51

2N

~l i2l!(
i 51

2N xi
!2

l i2l D , ~66!

\2w1~E!5 1
6l

3ux!u2. ~67!

If the displacements are small, thenl→l i 0
, w0(E)

' 1
2l

2l i 0
Xi 0

2 (l i 0
2l)22, \2w1(E)' 1

6l
3l i 0

2 Xi 0
2 (l i 0

2l)22,

and the condition~44! is equivalent to\2w1 /w0' 1
3ll i 0

' 1
3l i 0

2 !1. It means that either the smallest among the f

quencies$v1 ,v2 ,...,vN% is much smaller than one or th
largest frequency is much larger then one. When the frequ
cies of the initial potential are close to the frequency of t
final potential ~which here is one!, the rate is generally
smaller ~w is larger!, and the phase space method is le
accurate, see panel~c!. A small n corresponds to a jumping
point (q!,p!) which is close to the minimum ofH (F)(q,p)
where the phase-space method does not work, see discu
of the criteria of applicability~44! in Sec. III B.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Surface jumping is an intuitive concept. It gives a simp
mechanistic picture of radiative or radiationless transitio
between potential energy surfaces. According to this pict
immediately after an electronic transition the nuclei are a
well defined region in phase space. Here we have shown

a-
l
TABLE II. Parameters~frequencies and displacements! of the examples of ten-dimensional harmonic oscillator~61! for which we performed numerica
experiments, see Fig. 4. The quantum numbernmin , Eq. ~63!, corresponding to a vertical transition, is 51.33, 102.92, and 58.76 for Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!,
respectively.

Figure Parameter n51 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4a vn 0.95 0.83 0.98 1.42 0.52 0.64 0.73 0.73 1.79 0.76
an 22.23 3.52 24.83 3.31 21.54 2.75 4.94 22.07 0.71 24.68

4b vn 0.90 0.52 0.62 0.59 1.62 1.60 0.59 0.52 1.44 1.31
an 3.42 6.94 23.62 24.08 26.93 4.22 24.04 20.68 26.11 22.48

4c vn 0.86 0.95 1.11 0.94 1.04 0.89 1.11 0.96 1.05 0.95
an 4.58 2.47 24.82 4.61 4.72 0.46 2.57 4.51 21.60 2.02
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when this simple picture applies, the transition rate can
calculated from the flow of probability from one potenti
energy surface to another at that phase-space region
have derived Eqs.~40! and~42! as successive approximatio
for this rate and compared the results obtained from
formulas with exact quantum calculations for several m
els. The agreement is very good as long as the accep
potential at the jumping point is steep enough and as lon
the jumping point location is not too sensitive to the para
eters of the problem.

The method is not restricted to these examples and c
be applied in general to multidimensional anharmonic s
tems with relative ease. The reason we choose these mo
here is that for them an exact quantum calculations is p
sible thus allowing for a comparison. The exact quant
calculations of anharmonic Franck–Condon factors beco
very difficult with higher dimension while our methods sca
very well. Errors of our method for predicting the logarith
of the transition rate, seem to scale at worst linearly with
dimension of the problem.

Future work will include application to specific poly
atomic molecules and comparison with experimental resu

It is interesting to compare our approach to anot
semiclassical technique for the calculation of electronic tr
sition rates.53 Weide and Schinke analyze structures in t
absorption band of water by means of classical trajecto
on a single surface. While they study motion on a sin
potential energy surface and neglect the nonadiabatic
pling between different surfaces, we study the direct tran
tion between surfaces, neglecting subsequent motion on
accepting surface. Future work may aim at combining th
complementary treatments by using the jump as initial c
ditions for motion on the accepting surface.
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APPENDIX: DIFFERENT WAYS FOR AVERAGING
THE EXACT RATE OVER A DISCRETE SPECTRUM

In this Appendix we discuss several methods for aver
ing over the discrete values of the exact quantum rate.
averaging is necessary in order to compare the results o
exact quantum calculations with predictions of the semic
sical formula~20! that intrinsically averages over an ener
window.

The discrete formula for the rate is:

I discr~E![I ~D→0!~E!5(
n

I nd~E2En!, ~A1!

whereI n is the square of the overlap integralf n given by Eq.
~1! that could be found in principle by solving the Schr¨-
dinger equation with subsequent integration overq.
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The simplest method of smoothing the functionI discr(E)
is its averaging over a rectangular energy window defined
the interval@E2D,E1D#,

Ĩ ~E!5
1

2D E
E2D

E1D

I discr~E8!dE8, ~A2!

where the interval@E2D,E1D# contains at least one leve
of the discrete spectrum. Obviously, the definition of E
~A2! is identical to our original definition of the rateI (E)
with DÞ0; see Eq.~2!. A disadvantage of this method o
smoothing is thatĨ (E) still remains a discontinuous functio
of the variableE.

As an alternative, let us consider smoothing by integ
tion with a Gaussian energy window,

Ĩ 0~E!5
M0

p1/2D
,

~A3!

M05E expS 2
~E82E!2

D2 D I discr~E8!dE8.

This method replaces the sum overd-functions in Eq.~A1!
by a sum over Gaussian functions. If the widthD is larger
than the spacing of the spectrum, we could expect g
smoothing. There is some disadvantage however to use
large Ds because the smoothing distorts some regularly
having but nonconstant functions. For large energy gaps
for small displacements of the Born–Oppenheimer surfac
the rate behaves typically asf 0eaE.1 In this case the smooth
ing by Eq. ~A3! overestimates the rate becauseĨ 0(E)
5 f 0 exp(aE1a2D2/4).

An improved Gaussian smoothing can be defined as

Ĩ 1~E!5
M0

p1/2D
exp~2~M1 /M0!2!, ~A4!

where the momentsMn are defined as

Mn5E S E82E

D D n

expS 2
~E82E!2

D2 D I discr~E8!dE8.

~A5!

This method allows to use larger widthsD for averaging,
because it does not distort so much regular behavior of
rate as does method~A3!. It does not change functions of th
form ; f 0eaE, but it still slightly changes functions of a
more general but still quite typical form; f 0 exp(aE
1bE2).

Refining further Eq.~A4!, we arrive at the formula

Ĩ 2~E!5
M0

2

p1/2DD
expS 2

M1
2

D2 D , D5@2~M0M22M1
2!#1/2.

~A6!

This method correctly reproduces behavior of; f 0 exp(aE
1bE2) without distortions even for largeD.

We tested the different methods of averaging to find
continuous analogue of the discrete rateI discr for a number of
potentials discussed in Sec. IV. We found that with an
crease of the interval of averaging the logarithms ofĨ 0 , Ĩ 1 ,
and Ĩ 2 typically oscillate for smallD, have a shallow plateau
at some intermediateD0 , and change polynomially for large
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D, as demonstrated for some examples in Fig. 5. The opti
D5D0 corresponding to the plateau is numerically det
mined by minimizing the averaged absolute value of the
rivative, 1/D0*D0

2D0udwD(E)/dDudD, while the optimized av-

erage rate is determined as the averaged value neaD
5D0 , wopt(E)51/D0*D0

2D0wD(E)dD. We found that the mos

shallow minimum and the most accurate result of averag
is achieved with use of the method ofĨ 2 .

FIG. 5. Smoothing of the rateI discr(E) for a discrete spectrum using differ
ent methods and different intervals of averaging. For this example,
Hamiltonians of the donor and acceptor areH (I )5px

2/21py
2/211/50(19x2

212)xy17y2) and H (F)5px
2/21py

2/21
1
2(J1

1
2) @12exp(2(J

1
1
2)

21/2x)#21
1
2y2 with J5300, andE05100. Since the energyE0 does not

coincide with any discrete level,I discr(E0)50. However, there are many
levels close to E0 ~the closest ones areE(nx50,ny599)599.9996 and

E(nx524,ny576)5100.0112), so we expect that the smoothed rateĨ (E0)Þ0 if
the width of the energy bandD.0.0004. The graphs show2\/2 of the
logarithm of the rate as a function ofD for four different methods of aver-
aging given by Eqs.~A2!, ~A3!, ~A4!, and~A6!, see panels~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and
~d! respectively. Here we set\51. The semiclassical approximation give
w0(E0)519.344,w0(E0)1\2w1(E0)519.553. The last result is close t
the plateaus of the curves.
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